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denied naval basing and support from
the German colonies. A major second
African front, although sensible for
other reasons, was not needed to protect
seaborne trade. Additionally, the book
is surprisingly dry, when it definitely
did not need to be so. The eradication of
German raiders from the world’s oceans
is a remarkable story, complete with
drama, excitement, and extraordinary
personalities. Spee’s one-sided German
victory at Coronel and his subsequent
defeat at the Falklands were two of the
major naval battles of the war, yet are
given short shrift by Pattee. The tale of
Count Felix von Luckner and his raider
Seeadler, although occurring after the
raider threat was greatly diminished,
would provide a compelling illustration
of the challenges in hunting down a
gifted and tenacious raider captain.
Pattee does relate the story of SMS
Königsberg, but in such a brief manner as not to do justice to the very real
concerns the cruiser created for the
Admiralty, or the sheer magnitude of
effort it took to destroy the warship. To
compound matters, Pattee claims the
destruction of Königsberg was carried
out by two mortar-equipped barges.
This is an error. To put Königsberg out of
commission, the Admiralty dispatched
the monitors HMS Mersey and HMS
Severn on a long and hazardous journey
to the Rufiji delta, where Königsberg
was hiding, to sink it. For a book of
this nature, this error is surprising.
While Pattee does include a description
and evaluation of British operations in
Mesopotamia—and ties these actions to
the strategic importance of oil—the book
is strangely silent on the Dardanelles
campaign and the U-boat war. Perhaps
this is because Pattee does not see the
Mediterranean or Atlantic as “colonial”
waters, or because neither Gallipoli
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nor submarines figured sufficiently in
prewar planning. Still, each of these
challenges either demanded or resulted
from evolving British strategies and
both would seem worthy of inclusion.
Still, when all is said and done, Pattee
has contributed to a deeper understanding of British—and German—maritime
strategy in the First World War. By
shifting focus away from the North Sea
and the clashes between the Grand and
High Seas Fleets, he has reminded the
reader that British maritime leaders
understood global vulnerabilities and
planned to deal with them long before the guns of August opened fire.
RICHARD J. NORTON

Appelbaum, Peter C. Loyal Sons: Jews in the German Army in the Great War. London: Vallentine
Mitchell, 2014. 347pp. $79.95

Centennial commemoration and observance of the First World War have generated many books studying major and
minor aspects of what was hoped would
be the “war to end all wars,” or as H. G.
Wells titled a 1914 book, The War That
Will End War. It wasn’t; instead, it was
the first act of a century-long tragedy.
The present volume provides a significant study of the more than 100,000
German-Jewish and 320,000 AustroHungarian Jewish soldiers serving
during the war. One in eight was killed.
First World War historian Jay Winter is
correct when he writes in the volume’s
foreword, “we owe a debt to Peter Appelbaum for bringing to light the Jewish element in this tragic story.” The volume is
groundbreaking in its scope and depth.
The volume consists of eight chapters
and four appendixes. The first chapter
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provides an overview of Jewish soldiers
in the armies of the German states from
the Prussian Wars of Liberation beginning in 1813 until the beginning of the
First World War. The quest for respected
and accepted service was part of the
larger Jewish experience of nationalism
and participation in German society
and met with varied results. Although
no Jew ever attended or graduated from
the Prussian Military or Naval Academy,
there were Jewish officers in the prewar
Bavarian army and Austro-Hungarian
army. The second chapter looks at mobilization and German-Jewish attitudes
at the outbreak of the war. The outbreak
of the war furthered German-Jewish
patriotism. While there were dissenting, pacifist Jewish voices, they were
largely ignored and overcome by Jewish
organizations and individuals who
published calls to volunteer. GermanJewish society responded at all levels and
all ages. As the war progressed the initial
zeal was replaced by calls for service
based on duty (Pflicht) and honor (Ehre).
German Jews entered service with hopes
and confidence of no anti-Semitism.
They were misguided. The third chapter
studies in detail the experiences and
opposing views of the war of two officers
who served on the western front, Julius
Marx and Herbert Sulzbach. This chapter and the fourth chapter, which looks
at diaries and memoirs from the front,
show the diversity of experiences and
perspectives of religious and nonreligious Jews, all fighting with national loyalty, patriotism, and pride. The chapters
also provide a good snapshot of everpresent Christian-Jewish sentiments.
With respect to naval matters and
the Kriegsmarine, there is little available information on Jewish sailors. By
geography and profession, maritime
life was not a significant part of the
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experience of German Jews. However,
Jews did serve in the Kriegsmarine
aboard surface vessels and U-boats. The
fourth chapter provides information
on these activities, noting that the 1916
census of Jews in the military (Judenzählung) registered 134 in maritime
service. At least thirty were killed, some
in the May 1916 battle of Jutland.
Chapter 5 studies the experiences of
German Jews who served as physicians, physician assistants, and medical
orderlies. It shows that Jewish participation spanned the strata of society and
reminds readers of the pain and trauma
of those who were wounded and dying.
This chapter is enriched by the author’s
knowledge and experience from his
first career of forty years as a physician,
microbiologist, and professor of pathology. The sixth chapter moves to the air
and looks at the approximately 250 Jews
who served in airships and single-engine
aircraft. Several pilots were killed,
several became prisoners of war, and
others—such as Fritz Beckhardt, who
was credited with seventeen recognized kills—garnered fame and glory.
By 1916 there was rising anti-Semitism
on the home front and rumors that
Jewish service and sacrifice were not
comparable to those of non-Jews. The
seventh chapter recounts these rumors
and perceptions and the solution of
the landmark Judenzählung. The final
chapter provides an analysis, epilogue,
and transition to the interwar years.
In an attempt to counteract growing anti-Semitism during the postwar
period German-Jewish veterans banded
together in 1919 and formed the Reichsbund Jüdischer Frontsoldaten (Association of Jewish Front Veterans). One of
the main activities was the publication of
a monthly newspaper and other works
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attempting to neutralize anti-Semitic
agitation. All of this effort was shattered
by the National Socialists after Kristallnacht (1938) and the anti-Semitism
experienced during the First World
War culminated in the anti-Semitic
tragedies of the Second World War.
The present volume is Appelbaum’s
second book addressing the Jewish
military experience of the era. The
earlier work, Loyalty Betrayed: Jewish
Chaplains in the German Army during
the First World War (2013), received
significant attention and acclaim and
Loyal Sons is deserving of the same.
Appelbaum delves deeply into published and unpublished diaries, letters,
and memoirs of those who served. For
the first time, widespread personal and
archival materials are gathered and
analyzed in a single source. The work
is meticulously researched, well written, and enjoyable to read. The author
has produced a volume that bridges the
chasm between studies for academic
specialists and works for general readers.
It is a welcome addition to the military
history bookshelf that is lively, engaging, and thorough. The appendixes and
numerous photographs are interesting and enhance the work. Loyal Sons
deserves a wide readership and will not
disappoint even the most casual reader.
TIMOTHY J. DEMY

Vaill, Amanda. Hotel Florida: Truth, Love, and
Death in the Spanish Civil War. New York: Farrar,
Straus, Giroux, 2014. 436pp. $30

Spain was the only nation to take up
arms against fascism in the years immediately preceding the outbreak of the
Second World War. England, France,
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and the United States did not act against
this impending threat. While the Spanish Civil War began as an internal domestic matter between the newly elected
Spanish Republic and reactionary
Nationalist forces led by General Franco,
the conflict would draw in Germany and
Italy in support of Franco, and the Soviet
Union in support of the Republic. The
conflict pitted forces of Europe’s far left
and right against each other, eventually
overshadowing the Spanish Republic’s
attempt to maintain power. Against this
backdrop, Amanda Vaill follows the lives
and fates of three couples. She weaves
their lives and fates into the larger fate
of Spain as Europe’s only stand against
fascism collapses under the weight of
Franco’s forces in early 1939. In doing so, she provides the reader with an
overview of the political and military
events of the Spanish Civil War, as well
as minibiographies of six eyewitnesses
to the war in an eminently readable
and gripping account of the savage war
that ended with the fall of Madrid.
Vaill’s characters are presented in pairs.
They are couples, romantically and
professionally. The first to appear is
the chief of the Spanish government’s
foreign press office in Madrid, Arturo
Barea, and his future wife, Ilsa Kulcsar,
an Austrian radical who has come to
Spain after the war begins. Spain’s tragic
fate is most explicitly illustrated through
Barea’s slow descent from moderately
prominent government official to ordinary refugee, finally settling in France
with Ilsa. His observations on the Spain
of his youth contrast with the savagery of
the conflict between Republican and Nationalist forces that takes place throughout the book. Following Barea and
Kulcsar, Vaill presents the Hungarianborn André Friedmann, who would
come to be known as Robert Capa,
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